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ABSTRACT: Optical super-resolution techniques reach unprecedented
spatial resolution down to a few nanometers. However, eﬃcient multiplexing
strategies for the simultaneous detection of hundreds of molecular species are
still elusive. Here, we introduce an entirely new approach to multiplexed
super-resolution microscopy by designing the blinking behavior of targets with
engineered binding frequency and duration in DNA-PAINT. We assay this
kinetic barcoding approach in silico and in vitro using DNA origami structures,
show the applicability for multiplexed RNA and protein detection in cells, and
ﬁnally experimentally demonstrate 124-plex super-resolution imaging within
minutes.
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been devised that employ sequential labeling and imaging of
targets using spectrally indistinct probes14−17 (i.e., the same
dye molecule). Some of these implementations rely on
simultaneous labeling of target molecules with orthogonal
DNA-barcoded aﬃnity reagents (e.g., antibodies) followed by
sequential imaging using dye-labeled complementary oligos
(e.g., Exchange-PAINT14 or Universal DNA Exchange17,18).
Others use sequential labeling, imaging, and quenching based
on dye-conjugated antibodies, e.g., STORM.15,16 While both
implementations diﬀer slightly in the combined time for
labeling and imaging of each target, the overall experimental
time eventually scales linearly with the number of targets to be
acquired. This fact ultimately sets a practical limit to the
amount of multiplexing achievable. While it might be
reasonable to obtain tens of targets with sequential multiplexing, it will become prohibitively time-intensive (and
eventually impossible) for hundreds or even thousands of
targets. Thus, current multiplexing approaches are inherently
limited in terms of the achievable coding depth, overall
acquisition time, and ease-of-use.
To overcome this limitation, we here propose an entirely
orthogonal approach to achieve multiplexed detection in
single-molecule-based super-resolution experiments that allows
hundreds or more targets to be imaged simultaneously. Instead

he development of optical super-resolution techniques
allows researchers to unravel molecular properties of
biological systems with thus far unprecedented detail.1−4 While
recent technical advancements propel the achievable spatial
resolution to the true molecular scale of only a few
nanometers,5−7 current implementations are still limited
when it comes to imaging many molecular species simultaneously in single cells and beyond. This so-called multiplexing
is traditionally achieved using spectrally distinct, ﬁxed labels
(e.g., dye-coupled antibodies or nucleic acid probes) on target
molecules of interest such as proteins, DNA, or RNA. While
spectral multiplexing approaches are relatively straightforward
to implement, the amount of “plex” is inherently limited by the
number of distinguishable spectral labels in the detectable
emission spectrum, which is in most instances three or four.8
However, in order to fully understand the detailed molecular
workings of the complex cellular machinery, one ideally would
need to be able to look at hundreds if not thousands of unique
components and their molecular interplay.
Some eﬀorts to extend spectral multiplexing capabilities
include multiparameter and combinatorial detection,9,10 multispectral acquisition,11 and spectrally resolved detection.12,13
While these approaches increase the number of detectable
targets, they are ultimately still limited by the spectral
properties of ﬂuorescent molecules used to label target
structures.
To overcome the limitation inherent in spectral separation
for multiplexed detection, several approaches have recently
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Figure 1. Simultaneous multiplexed super-resolution imaging by engineering blinking kinetics. (a) Engineering blinking kinetics in DNA-PAINT
allows the creation of “barcodes” for simultaneous multiplexing, using only a single imager strand species. Frequency can be encoded by designing a
certain number of binding sites per target, e.g., a single binding site, leading to a deﬁned blinking frequency. Tripling the number of binding sites
triples the blinking frequency (left to right). Similarly, binding duration can be engineered by adjusting the length of the docking strand on a
speciﬁc target: an 8 nt docking sequence will lead to a “short” binding duration, while a 10 nt docking sequence will result in longer binding
(bottom to top). (b) Simulations of four kinetically diﬀerent structures (40 and 120 binding sites and 8 and 10 nt lengths) show four clearly
distinguishable populations corresponding to the engineered frequency and duration levels (see Supplementary Figure 1 for details on cluster
detection). (c) Experimental results from DNA origami structures imaged using a single imager strand species show four distinguishable
populations in good agreement with in silico data from c (see Supplementary Figure 5 for details on cluster detection). (d) Exemplary overview
DNA-PAINT image of the four DNA origami structures (top). Same data set, now color-coded according to identiﬁed clusters in c (bottom). (e)
Exemplary intensity versus time traces from highlighted regions in d representing each of the four unique DNA origami species. (f) Engineering
frequency and duration on DNA origami below the diﬀraction limit. Each corner of the structure is designed to exhibit a unique kinetic ﬁngerprint.
Scale bars: 1 μm (d), 500 nm (f, top), 40 nm (f, bottom). For details regarding simulation parameters and cluster identiﬁcation, see Methods in
Supporting Information.

of relying on spectral information or sequential imaging, we
engineer targets to blink autonomously with precisely adjustable kinetic signatures (i.e., frequency and duration of blinks),
essentially providing a distinct kinetic barcode for hundreds of
unique molecular species.
In order to implement and demonstrate the concept of
engineered blinking kinetics for simultaneous multiplexed
super-resolution imaging, we chose DNA-PAINT7,19 as
imaging modality. In DNA-PAINT, short dye-labeled
oligonucleotides bind transiently to complementary, targetbound DNA molecules, thus creating an apparent blinking at
the target site, which in turn is used for stochastic superresolution microscopy. Due to the versatile programmability of
DNA probes, the binding kinetics such as blinking frequency
and duration can be tuned precisely and used downstream as
“barcodes” for multiplexed detection.
The concept of engineering binding kinetics with DNAPAINT is schematically shown in Figure 1a. In order to tune
the blinking frequency of targets, we label one species with a
single DNA-PAINT binding site and an orthogonal species

with three binding sites. Assuming a constant inﬂux of imager
strands, the blinking frequency will scale linearly with the
number of binding sites (e.g., resulting in a blinking frequency
of two for the single binding site and a frequency of six for
three sites; see Figure 1a). Similarly, we can modulate the
blinking duration for a given target molecule by adjusting the
length of the docking strand (e.g., 8 nt long docking strands
will result in relatively short binding events, while 10 nt long
docking sites will result in longer events; see Figure 1a). As
binding frequency and duration are independent of each other
in DNA-PAINT, these parameters can be combined to
perform combinatorial barcoding with just a single imager
strand species, thus enabling simultaneous multiplexed
imaging.
In order to screen for the optimal conditions to design
distinguishable binding kinetics in terms of frequency and
duration, we ﬁrst performed in silico DNA-PAINT experiments. Tuning parameters such as binding time, imager strand
concentration, number of binding sites, duration of image
acquisition, and others (see online methods for details), we
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Figure 2. Engineered binding kinetics allow simultaneous multiplexed super-resolution imaging of RNA and proteins in cells. (a) Scheme showing
the implementation of frequency barcoding for smRNA-FISH. Two distinct RNA species (TFRC and MKI67) are labeled with FISH probes
featuring 40 binding sites for DNA-PAINT or 120 binding sites, respectively. (b) Resulting DNA-PAINT data after image acquisition shows TFRC
and MKI67 mRNA molecules as single spots, which are not yet distinguishable. (c) Plotting the blinking frequency for all detected single mRNA
molecules shows a clearly distinguishable distribution of a low and a high frequency, corresponding to the FISH probe set for TFRC (yellow) and
MKI67 (green), respectively. (d) Distinct frequencies are used to assign a pseudocolor for each RNA species. (e) Scheme showing the
implementation of duration barcoding for protein detection. Two distinct protein species are labeled with DNA-conjugated antibodies featuring an
8 and 9 nt binding site for DNA-PAINT imaging. (f) Resulting DNA-PAINT data after image acquisition shows CHC and PMP70 proteins as
clusters, which are not yet distinguishable. (g) Plotting the binding duration for selected protein locations shows a clearly distinguishable
distribution of short and long binding species, corresponding to the two proteins. (h) Distinct durations are used to assign a pseudocolor for each
protein species. Scale bars: 1 μm.

were able to engineer four distinguishable blinking regimes
(two blinking frequencies based on 40 and 120 binding sites
and two blinking durations based on 400 ms and 5 s) that can
now be used for combinatorial barcoding with a single imager
strand species only, allowing four-target super-resolution
imaging in a relatively short duration of 25 min (Figure 1b
and Supplementary Figure 1).
Next, to experimentally validate the in silico results, we
turned to DNA origami20 structures to implement the
engineered frequency and duration levels, as these structures
are exquisitely programmable for super-resolution microscopy.21 We designed four structures carrying 40 and 120
binding sites either with 8 or 10 nt extensions of the same
sequence and imaged them simultaneously using a single
imager strand species (see also Supplementary Figure 2,
Supplementary Tables 2−5, and Supplementary Note 1). In
the resulting raw DNA-PAINT data, we performed kinetic
analysis for each structure following an initial ﬁltering step
(Supplementary Figures 3 and 4) and plotted the obtained
binding time and frequency in a 2D plot in the same manner as
for the in silico data. Next, we subjected the 2D data set to a
clustering analysis (hdbscan;22 for details, see Methods in the
Supporting Information), which resulted in four cluster
species, in good agreement with the in silico data (Figure 1c
and Supplementary Figure 5). This cluster identity now allows
us to transform the raw DNA-PAINT image data (Figure 1d,
top) to a barcoded pseudocolor image, where each DNA
origami structure is assigned to one of the four cluster species
(Figure 1d, bottom and Supplementary Figure 6). Examining
the intensity versus time traces of four structures that were
each assigned to one of the clusters indeed shows the distinct
and expected kinetic ﬁngerprints (Figure 1e).
To demonstrate that the kinetic barcoding approach allows
satisfactory super-resolution performance, we designed a DNA
origami structure with four diﬀerent “binding spots”, at the
four corners of the structure, each with four or 12 binding sites

of either 8 or 10 nt length. Again, we performed DNA-PAINT
using a single imager strand species and were able to visualize
all four corners of the structure, separated by 40 nm. The
blinking kinetics of the binding spots were then used to assign
each to its correct corner (Figure 1f), demonstrating the
application of blinking kinetics for super-resolution microscopy
(Supplementary Figures 7 and 8).
Next, we designed two experiments to demonstrate the
general applicability of our simultaneous multiplexing
approach in situ in two biologically relevant settings. First,
we implemented two-color frequency barcoding for two
distinct mRNA species using a combination of DNA-PAINT
implemented on a Spinning Disk Confocal microscope23 and
smRNA-FISH14,24 (Figure 2a−d). We labeled TFRC and
MKI67 mRNA species using two sets of FISH probes
displaying 40 and 120 binding sites, respectively (see Figure
2a for probe design and Supplementary Tables 6 and 7 for
probe sequences). After image acquisition, the RNA species
appear as super-resolved spots in the resulting DNA-PAINT
image (Figure 2b, see Methods in the Supporting Information
for acquisition details). We then performed kinetic analysis on
the individual RNA molecules and obtained a distribution of
two populations corresponding to two distinct blinking
frequencies, as designed (Figure 2c). Similar to the in vitro
case (Figure 1), we assigned a pseudocolor to each of the
blinking frequencies and rerendered a barcoded data set
(Figure 2d), where we are now able to clearly distinguish
TFRC from MKI67 mRNA molecules.
To demonstrate that binding duration can be used in a
similar fashion to barcode biomolecules in cells, we next used
DNA-conjugated antibodies targeting the clathrin heavy chain
(CHC) and a peroxisomal membrane protein (PMP70) inside
HeLa cells, where each secondary antibody species carries a
DNA-PAINT binding site of diﬀerent length (Figure 2e and
Supplementary Table 8). Similar to the mRNA experiments,
we performed image acquisition and analysis and obtained a
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Figure 3. Frequency-based 124-plex super-resolution imaging. (a) DNA origami structures are extended with three unique sequences (red, green,
or blue) with 0, 3, 9, 22, or 44 copies, respectively. Using combinatorial labeling, this yields a total of 53 − 1 = 124 unique target structures,
achieved by distinguishing ﬁve frequency levels and using three spectral colors (i.e., three imager strand species). (b) Binding frequency distribution
for all 124 DNA origami structures show four clearly distinguishable frequency levels corresponding to 3, 9, 22, and 44 binding sites for each
spectral color (red, green, and blue), respectively. Based on these distributions, a unique barcode ID from a pool of 124 can be assigned to each
structure. (c) DNA-PAINT super-resolution image of all 124 DNA origami structures, color-coded according to the assigned binding frequency
and spectral color. (d) Quantiﬁcation of the 124-plex experiment shows that all 124 structures could be identiﬁed. In total, 3289 structures were
quantiﬁed, from which 243 were discarded due to ambiguous frequencies (i.e., overlap of distributions in b). (e) Twenty-ﬁve out of 124 structures
were imaged in one sample in order to assess identiﬁcation performance. In total, 1165 structures were quantiﬁed, from which 28 were categorized
as false-positives (i.e., unexpected) resulting in an accuracy of 97.6%. The ratio between lowest expected and highest unexpected is 20 to 7. Scale
bar: 5 μm.

full 124 pseudocolor super-resolution data set (Figure 3c, see
also Methods in the Supporting Information for identiﬁcation).
Next, we quantiﬁed all DNA origami in the data set and
were able to verify that indeed all 124 unique structures could
be identiﬁed (Figure 3d). Finally, in order to assay the
performance in terms of false positive identiﬁcation of our
multiplexing approach, we performed a similar experiment as
described above, but now using only a subset of 25 out of the
total 124 DNA origami structures (Figure 3e). The resulting
quantitative analysis yielded a remarkable accuracy of 97.6%,
underlining the robustness of our multiplexing approach based
on engineered binding kinetics. We note, however, that this
high number of multiplexing and robustness might not be
achievable in a straightforward fashion in a cellular setting, e.g.,
for mRNA barcoding using smRNA-FISH as shown in the
examples above, due to the increased complexity in the
intracellular environment and suboptimal or target-dependent
labeling eﬃciencies.
In conclusion, we introduced an entirely new barcoding
approach for multiplexed detection based on precisely
engineering blinking kinetics in stochastic super-resolution
microscopy: kinetic barcoding. We demonstrated the implementation using DNA-PAINT both in vitro and in situ,
currently reaching 124-plex within minutes. Zooming out, we
envision that kinetic barcoding could be applied to ask Systems
Biology questions in single cells with super-resolution by
simultaneously imaging hundreds of DNA, RNA, and protein
targets reaching transcriptomics- and proteomics-style experiments with a simple localization microscopy approach:
“Localizomics”. Finally, one could envision its extension to
even more multiplexing by implementing readouts such as

DNA-PAINT data set (Figure 2f). This was then transformed
using kinetic analysis (Figure 2g) into a pseudocolored,
barcoded image, where we were able to clearly distinguish
areas of CHC and PMP70 based on the blinking duration
(Figure 2h).
The proof-of-concept experiments for DNA origami, RNA,
and protein barcoding underline the general applicability of the
kinetic barcoding concept in vitro and in situ. However, to fully
demonstrate the power of kinetic barcoding, we turned our
attention to the question of how much simultaneous
multiplexing can be achieved within a relatively short period
of time. By combining four distinguishable binding frequencies
with three spectral colors, we should be able to achieve
simultaneous, 124-plex super-resolution imaging within a few
minutes acquisition time. To demonstrate that this is indeed
feasible, we designed and constructed 124 unique DNA
origami structures carrying 0, 3, 9, 22, or 44 copies of three
orthogonal binding sites each, respectively (Figure 3a and
Supplementary Tables 9 and 10). After folding and puriﬁcation
(Supplementary Figure 9), we pooled all 124 distinct DNA
origami structures into a single sample and performed 3-color
DNA-PAINT imaging using Atto655-, Cy3B-, or Atto488labeled orthogonal imager strands (Supplementary Table 11).
As before, we performed kinetic analysis on each of the
structures and plotted the distribution of binding frequencies
for each spectral color separately (Figure 3b). We were able to
clearly distinguish four distinct frequency populations in each
of the three spectral colors. Using these levels, we assigned a
unique barcode ID to each of the origami structures in the
sample based on color and frequency and were able to render a
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molecular brightness of imager strands, ﬂuorescence lifetime,
and more.25
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